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My Experiences of Feminism and Feminists,
personal and as a support person for fathers 
in custody cases who get in touch with me through E-Mail
and through personal contact with fathers and 
as the founder of and spokesperson for PappaRättsGruppen

By Ulf Andersson

Ingelstad, October 2010

In General
- Feminism encourages the egocentric self-realizing of single women,

              for example to get pregnant through insemination.
              Not a thought about the childs right to BOTH its parents.

- The Feminists work with gender segregation between men and women
              to avoid natural contact under normal circumstances
              * Parking Houses and parking spaces specially for women
              * Special "Women Wagons" on trains

- Feminist indoctrination of the children with gender theory already
              in Kindergarden by forcing children to play with gender neutral toys

  and additionally forcing boys to play with dolls and forcing girls to play with cars.
  At a school in Sweden, some students reported Toys ´R´ Us for gender
 discriminating commercial in their toy catalogue, after having had a
 class in gender theory with their female teacher.

- Feminists don´t hesitate to make male victims of childhood sexual abuse
  (perpetrated by women) potential pedophiles.
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- Concerning sexual abuse against children perpetrated by 
  biological fathers, the Feminists blow the statistics out of proportion
  and "cook the books" to get pity. There are a lot of mothers
  who are molesting their children sexually:
  this is something the Feminists don´t talk about.

- False reports about domestic violence have increased
  like an avalanche, as well as the number of custody cases -
  after a decision by the Government to grant 1.000.000.000 (one billion)
  Swedish Crowns (SEK) to fight "male violence against women".

- False accusations against fathers is very common
              in connection with custody cases. If there are well-founded suspicions

  that a criminal act has been perpetrated, why does a report first
  appear in connection with the custody case?

- The Feminists deny the extistence of Parental Alienation (PA)/
  Parental Alienation Syndrome (PAS)/Parental Alienation Disorder (PAD) -
  so called "brainwashing" of a child to distance itself from the other parent.

Warned by The Boss
From the Autumn of 2004 until the beginning of July 2005,
I was working at a K9 Kindergarden (Kindergarden for dogs).
I love dogs and I´ve had three dogs of my own.
The Boss at the K9 Kindergarden was an outspoken Feminist,
who previously had worked at a Women´s Shelter.

She believed that a woman is the only natural parent because
women have breasts and are able to brestfeed the child.
She didn´t have any children herself.

When I told her about my plans to start a Father Group
with a website on the Internet, she told me that a Father Group
was going to be considered to be a meeting place for pedophiles and woman basher´s.
The Boss also warned me about publishing that false accusations
made against fathers about sexual abuse against children is very common
in connection with a custody case.
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The Power Of The Feminists
* having an editor-in-chief sacked (laid off),

               because she was blogging private about gender equality
               and the underdog position of fathers in custody cases

* Threatening blog owners to close down their blogs,
   with threats about reprisals if the don´t obey 
   (two concrete examples)

* Having an organizer of a filmfestival (Amnesty) removing
               an entry made by students, about the Right To Be a Father

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F_nwJfpOuGI&feature=related

The Matriarchy and the Dictatorship Of The Matriarchy
* The Exclusion of the Father already at the Maternity Centre:
the staff are only speaking with the Mother and speak above
the Father´s head.

* The children are almost only meeting Women at Day Care Centres
(Kindergardens) in Pre-School and at School
-> very few or no adult male rolemodels at all

* The Female totalitarian Power over the children
In custody cases a mother is considered to be a more suitable
and better custodian than a father. In The Social Services in Sweden,
82% are women. There are also men working at the Social Services,
but their female collegues alike, they are following the same orders
they have followed for several decades and discriminate the father
as a parent because of his gender.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F_nwJfpOuGI&feature=related
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Building the Feminist Utopia: The Artificial Society
* removing the fathers from the lives of the children in custody cases
with the help of the Family Courts/The Childrens Welfare Office -
without any reason at all.

* Mother-Child Institution Placements:
teaching the mother how to be a mother,
having contact with the Social Services on a regular basis.

* Forced Institution Placements Of Youths
(LVU = Lagen om vård av unga)
Our children are taken into custody with force, supported by the law,
and raised in institutions. If the children dare to question the staff
at the institution, they will be punished for havin a mind of their own.

* Insemination

* Surrogate Mothers

* Same sex marriages

* Gender Neutrality: that men and women are to be the same,
think alike and act the same way - despite our biological differences.

* Only promoting Women. The Female supremacy against Men,
especially as a parent - Übermutter.

* By following the SCUM Manifesto by Valerie Solanas, as if it were the Holy Bible.
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What does the future has in store for us?
In their great eagerness by being political correct through
complying and legislating about wishes made by minority groups
who are interested in the destruction of the nuclear family,
the politicians (and thereby also the people who voted for them)
have contributed to the End Of The Human Kind.

Hope is the last thing that abandons a man
Thanks to this great initiative by the Anti-Feminist Interest Group,
(IGAF - Interessengemeinschaft Antifeminismus), there really is hope
to turn this destructive trend in society around - which the Feminists 
uninterruptedly and unchallenged have implemented for 40 years.
Now, the Resistance has come.

An Anti-Feminist? - Of, course I am!
Both I as a person and PappaRättsGruppen have been called woman haters
because of our Anti-Feminist standpoints. It´s quite odd, really,
that it is other men, who are making those accusations - not women.

It´s a bit strange that I would be a woman hater,
when my daughter will grow up to be a woman.
My daughter is the best thing that ever happened to me in my life.
I am a very proud father and I love my daughter most of all in the World.

Being an Anti-Feminist is about:
* opposing the Feminist hatred against Men (Misandry)
* valuing the nuclear Family
* believing in the child´s right to both its parents after a divorce or a separation
The presence of the father is very crucial when growing up.
* Looking at the individual and not judging people by their gender
* accepting that men and women are different and count that as assets


